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A Little Bit of Background Before we begin the adventure in earnest, here’s a bit of background information about the characters and themes of the adventure. This information is for the DM alone. While some of it might come out over the course of the adventure, it is intended to give insight into the characters and their motivations.



The Fall of Ethan Burke Ethan Burke came into being a mayor at a young age, and the job has proven to be more than he can bear on most days. The day-to-day tedium of dealing with every townsperson’s problems and balancing the town’s budget has left him a shell of his former self. He has considered leaving the town since, but stays because he truly does care about these people. This was made all the worse when a group of adventurers came to town at Old Bart Burton’s request, and opened the old Blood Guard Crypt. Ethan is a descendant of the Blood Guard, and was even given a talisman that is said to open a path within to a deep, dark secret that the Blood Guard kept. He had all but forgotten this, however, until the adventurers came knocking on his door and asking about the talisman. He handed it over reluctantly, and never saw them again after they delved into the depths of the crypt. The night they disappeared, he went to the crypt himself to retrieve his talisman. He did so, but also came face to face with a demon calling itself Samhain. The demon offered Ethan a proposition: provide it with regular sacrifices and leave it alone to work, and it would not raze the town and slaughter its people. Rather than endanger everyone he knew and admit that it was his fault that a demon was released in the first place, he agreed. It started with the homeless. No one would notice them. He simply offered them food and a bit of money, and they did whatever he wanted. He led them to the crypt, shoved them inside, and closed the doors as he listened to their screams. He knew not what happened to them, but they were gone when he opened the doors once more. He could only imagine the horrors visited upon them. After the first night, he commissioned chains be crafted and used to seal the doors. It was too late, though. Soon after, the undead arrived. Only a few at a time, but as time passed, they got more bold and began coming out during the day. The townsfolk began taking notice, and soon there were comments. Where had all the homeless gone? Things were spiraling out of control. Osiri, the sheriff, was working with Bando Glenn to pin the deaths of the homeless on him, and there was talk that Old Bart was going to hire more adventurers to enter the tomb AGAIN.



He threatened Bart with jail if he hired more adventurers, though he knew it would only delay the old man. He also brought Bando Glenn to his home, that they might discuss their differences and come to some kind of accord regarding these accusations. Then, everything went wrong. Bando did not want to talk. He wanted to accuse. He wanted to investigate. He wanted to question Ethan. Where was he going at night? The servants said he’d been going somewhere. He was the only one with the keys to the crypt, and someone in town saw a cloaked figure letting one of the homeless inside. Who could have done that but him? Ethan had no choice. He had to do it. He brought an old heirloom—a trophy of some sort from ages past—onto Bando’s head. He killed the man. He had no choice. No choice. Quick, as if he’d done it a thousand times before, he bagged up the body and dragged it to the crypt. He unlocked the chains, and inside Bando went. No screams, this time. Just the faint sounds of tearing flesh. Bando went home that night and never came out again. No more sacrifices. Not yet, anyway. He hired a mercenary—some goliath woman with a bad attitude and a love for gold—to guard his home during the day, and he sat, alone in his office, trying to figure out a way to save his people and save his town.



The Waking of Samhain Samhain was no mere demon. He was not simply some Glabrezu or Dretch. No, Samhain was a scion of La Magra, the Blood God. And he served his god well. Everywhere Samhain traveled in the last age, the living perished. He drained them of their life and raised his army of the dead, and La Magra blessed him with her power. That was before the Blood Guard. Pathetic mortals who served their pathetic ball of fire in the sky. Samhain would see them drained. He set his armies upon them, but they fought back. Every battle he was sure to win, he lost. It was not possible. La Magra stood with him, didn’t she? He knew the answer. He knew why he had lost her favor. She desired sacrifice. She desired blood. He had raised armies of undead soldiers for her, of course. But she needed that blood herself. And the only way to accomplish this would be to infuse himself with it. He would become her avatar on this world. He would become a blood god in his own right. Then she would see. Then she would bless him once more. And so Samhain found a ritual. A spell that would drain one thousand souls of their blood, and bring it all to him. He would feed upon it, and he would become La Magra’s avatar.



But as the blood moon rose—as he summoned the necrotic energies to sacrifice his gathered thousand lives, the Blood Guard came. They came with their Silver Star, and their magics of day and sunlight, and they bound Samhain. Like a dog in a trap, they bound him to the earth and they buried him far beneath it, and Samhain roared with fury and power and desire. But he was a child throwing a tantrum in the face of the binding magics. And so he waited. For demons do not age, and demons do not die. He waited in his prison and he listened for his goddess. And soon, after only four hundred years, she spoke to him. Now, she said. They come. And Samhain saw that they did. Five men and women, dressed in strange clothes and speaking in strange tongues. He spoke to them. He told them that he would reward them with riches. That he served a goddess, and with her favor they would acquire power and wealth beyond their imaginings. All they need do is destroy the Silver Star that bound him, and he would reward them. The fools. They did as he asked. They destroyed the star. And then he bound them and drank them and raised their corpses to serve him. He would start again. He could feel it. Above him. They had come. They had gathered around him. One thousand souls. Just what he needed. The man—Burke—he bent his knee easily enough. And then he supplied Samhain with meat, that he might raise it and build a guardian to keep his ritual safe. And so he began, and he raised the dead around the town above him to fetch what he needed. Herbs and minerals and blood. Of course, he needed blood. And he began his ritual. The blood moon was coming, and La Magra was speaking to him once more. This time, he would not fail. This time, he would be her avatar.



I.



Undead outside Owen’s Mire



The PCs are headed toward the small marsh town of Owen’s Mire. By the time they arrive, it can be noted to anyone proficient in Nature that a blood moon will rise the following night. Their reason for visiting Owen’s Mire is up to the DM. However, I would suggest one of the following: 











The PCs have heard rumors of undead infesting the mire, which is unusual for this area. The PCs have a friend who lives in the mire by the name of Bartholomew. He’s a sage who wants their help investigating a crypt. The PCs found an old poster on a notice board calling for adventurers to help investigate a crypt outside town. The crypt has since been opened, but the PCs do not have access to this information.



Along the road to the town, however, they are ambushed by a group of 8 Zombies and 1 Necro-Tank Zombie (PP 12 to detect). The road is about 12 feet wide, and is mostly composed of planks and stones placed atop a muddy bank in the swamp. It is somewhat slick, and anyone pushed at least 5 feet moves an additional 5 feet and must make a DC 10 Dexterity Saving Throw or fall prone. Outside the road is the muck of the marsh. It is difficult terrain and anyone who falls prone in it must make a DC 10 Strength Check to stand up, as there are roots, reeds, and other plant matter that make maneuvering difficult. Zombie (Medium Undead) (50 XP) AC 8 HP 22 Spd 20’ S +1 D -2 C +3 I -4 W -2 Ch -3, Prof +2 Perception -2, Darkvision 60’ Immunity poison dmg, poisoned Undead Fortitude: At 0 HP, Con save for 1 HP unless radiant or crit. DC 5 + dmg taken. Slam: M W Att +3, 1d6+1 bludgeon



Zombie, Necro-Tank (Medium Undead) (450 XP) AC 8 HP 52 Spd 30’ S +1 D -2 C +3 I +0 W -2 Ch -3, Prof +2 Perception -2, Darkvision 60’ Immunities necrotic, poison, poisoned Necrotic Aura: Undead within 30’ have adv vs. turn undead. Undead Fortitude: At 0 HP, Con save for 1 HP unless radiant or crit. DC 5 + dmg taken. Necrotic Transfer: Bonus action to give 1 undead within 30’ 2d6 necrotic dmg on its next atk. Cannot use on self. Slam: M W Att +3, 1d6+1 bludgeon, plus 2d6 necrotic.



The zombies are relentless, and attack until either defeated or escaped. They will focus their attacks on clerics and paladins first, unless blocked or assaulted by other PCs.



An examination of the zombies’ corpses reveals them to be quite old, and composed of local flora, muck, and graveworms as much as they are actual flesh. It is likely that these zombies were risen from gravesites, rather than created from fresh corpses.



II.



Owen’s Mire: Living in Fear



rise of the undead. The PCs can, however, gather information around town by chatting up the townsfolk (they’re distrustful, but not rude), listening in on conversations, and speaking with notable residents. They can gather any of the following rumors around town. Following up on a rumor can sometimes reveal additional information. 



Owen’s mire is not a large town, but isn’t exactly a small farming community, either. It was built upon the Black Snake River three centuries ago, but the land has since turned into a swampy marsh. Notable features and facts include: 



























The town is divided by the river into two segments. To the west is the Merchant’s Quarter, while the east houses the Residential district. It houses about 1,000 souls, primarily human but with a sizeable forest gnome community self-segregated on the eastern edge of the residential district. The town’s local temple, in the residential district, is dedicated to Artemis, Osiris, Uller, or your nature deity of choice. Its head is a young wood elf druid named Aska. She can provide basic healing and holy water to PCs. The town has a pair of rival blacksmiths named Torm and Ronk. They both primarily make horse shoes, rivets, and other common items. Ronk, however, has a passion for chain armor, and has a secret suit of +1 chainmail that he will give to the adventurers if they save the town. They can both provide simple weapons and armor to PCs. Prim the alchemist lives on the North edge of town. She is a bit of a lush, constantly drunk on her own concoctions. She will flirt with the most attractive PC (she’s not picky, genderwise), and sells both healing potions and basic poisons. The town lacks a guard or militia, and instead has a sheriff: a half-elf named Osiri. She is suspicious of the mayor, and will deputize the PCs in order to raid his home if they bring her evidence suggesting that the mayor is to blame for the disappearances around town. There were two taverns in town: The Devil’s Pitchfork and Roscoe’s Rest. Bando Glenn, proprietor of the Pitchfork, disappeared a week ago, however, leaving the Rest as the only viable option.



In general, the townsfolk distrust the PCs. Their last encounter with adventurers saw the opening of the ancient crypt on the southern edge of town, and the subsequent



















“The undead showed up just after those damned adventurers cracked open the crypt!” o “Old Bart hired the adventurers. I couldn’t tell you why, though.” o “The mayor’s sealed the crypt, and he’s got the only key. Probably for the best.” o “Five adventurers went into that crypt. None of ‘em came back out. I’m bettin’ whatever they did, it caused all these undead.” “They’re saying that Old Bart wants to hire ANOTHER batch of adventurers to look into that crypt. What’s he thinking?” o “I heard the mayor’s threatening him with jail time if he tries to send someone in there again.” “The mayor? He’s been holed up in his house for a week.” o “I heard the sheriff thinks he’s the one who killed Bando Glenn. She can’t prove it, though.” “Tell you one good thing about all these undead. Haven’t seen any of those homeless vagabonds around for a week.” “People can blame it on the crypt all they want. I think it’s the blood moon what’s bringing out all these undead. Come tomorrow night, things’ll get worse. I guarantee it.”



Based on the information they’ve collected, whether through the chosen adventure hook or gathering rumors around town, there are three major nodes they can move to: The Mayor, The Sage, and The Crypt.



III.



The Mayor



Mayor Ethan Burke never leaves his home, and is therefore almost always encountered at his home on the river. Bask, a goliath warrior woman, stands guard during the day. She is a mercenary (paid 50 gp per day), and therefore has little investment in the mayor’s safety other than the money he pays her. If the PCs ask for an audience with the mayor, she will ring a bell and call a servant, rather than deal with the PCs herself. She only makes any kind of defensive move if she is shown violent intent.



Bask (Medium Humanoid (goliath)) (100 XP) AC 11 HP 32 Spd 30’ S +2 D +0 C +2 I +0 W +0 Ch +0, Prof +2 Perception +0, Other Senses Athletic +4, Intimidation +2 Brute: Rolls double melee wpn dmg dice. Stone’s Endurance: Reaction, reduce dmg by 1d12. 1/rest Multiattack: Two melee attacks. Fist: M W Att +4, 2d4+2 bludgeon Heavy Crossbow: R W Att +2, 1d10 pierce, Range 100’/400’



Mayor Burke will meet with the PCs without issue. That said, he will not give up information easily. He’s a younger man for his position, in his early thirties, yet the weight of it all shows on his face. He has clear bags under his eyes, and speaks with a weary, sometimes stuttering tenor. He knows the following pieces of information: 



















The reason for the undead is because the adventurers awakened a demon in the crypt, named Samhain. Mayor Burke has been supplying him with homeless in order to fuel his machinations. He believes that if he can appease the demon with regular sacrifices, then he can keep it from razing his town. o He will only reveal this information if the PCs know about the ritual, or if they confront him with knowledge of the mangle’s composition. He knows that there is a dangerous undead beast in the crypt’s main room, and is willing to send the PCs to their death against it, in order to rid himself of the problem they present. o He will not reveal that he knows this information until after the PCs have already confronted the mangle. He knows that there is a secret door to the deeper levels of the crypt, and he holds the talisman that unlocks door. o He will only reveal this information and offer the key if he is presented with evidence of Samhain’s ritual, or of his guilt via the mangle’s composition. o He is actually a descendant of the Blood Guard, but does not keep to their code. He was gifted the talisman by his father when he died. He is actually contrite and is willing to pay for his crimes. If the PCs prove themselves by defeating the mangle, he will ask them to fight this demon and save his town. SPECIAL: Mayor Burke does NOT know about Samhain’s ritual. He thinks he can appease the







demon by providing him with regular sacrifices. SPECIAL: The DM has final control over what causes the mayor to reveal this information. If it is necessary for him to reveal it early due to time constraints, or if you think that the PCs have done enough to convince him, then by all means reveal the information.



Mayor Burke is evasive in conversation. He appears obviously agitated, but will not reveal why. If the PCs ask too many questions about the undead or the crypt, he gets fed up and just tells them to investigate for themselves if they want to know what’s going on. He then hands them the key to the chains outside the crypt.



IV.



The Sage



Bartholomew “Old Bart” Burton is Owen’s Mire’s local sage. He lives on the Northern edge of town, near the candle makers, alchemists, and tanners. The PCs are likely to encounter him in his home, though it is not uncommon to find him perusing the selection of religious texts at the local temple. Some believe he’s actually a wizard, but he insists that he doesn’t know any actual magic. He’s studied it extensively, but never attended a formal arcane university or learned from another wizard. Primarily, he is a historian who moved to Owen’s Mire due to its historical value as a holy fort in a past age. He’s a heavy, balding man with a thick white mustache, and he looks as if he’s been under a lot of stress. Speaking with Old Bart, who is very up-front about his desires and intentions, the PCs can learn the following pieces of information: 



About a month ago, Old Bart hired a group of adventurers to delve into the town’s old crypt in order to clear it of any dangers, that he might study it. They never returned, and the opening of the crypt saw the raising of dead as zombies all around town. o He describes the adventurers as a typical group of 5: A Rogue, Ranger, Cleric, Wizard, and Fighter. The fighter was their leader—a man named Griff with a nasty scar running from one corner of his face to the other. o The mayor has since chained up the entrance to the crypt, and has threatened to have Old Bart arrested if he hires more adventurers to investigate.























V.



Owen’s Mire, as a town, rose up around an old fort that has since been dismantled and turned into the various homes and businesses throughout the town. The fort was home to a group of holy knights known as the Blood Guard, though no one knows why they chose to build their fort in a swamp. o Bart was hoping to discover this reason with the journey into the crypt. He is concerned that tonight is a Blood Moon, as undead tend to become more active during blood moons, and might be more aggressive toward the town and its people. If the PCs were already given the key to the crypt from the mayor, then Bart becomes extremely suspicious. Why would the mayor hand over the key if he also wants to keep Bart from hiring anyone? Whether or not the PCs have the key, Old Bart offers them the same thing he offered the old adventurers: 1,000 gold pieces, split between them, as well as any valuables not of historical significance discovered, for investigating and clearing out the crypt, as well as escorting him inside so that he may investigate and study its insides. o He is willing to go as high as 1,200 gp if the PCs haggle, but no higher. o He also offers the PCs three Sun Stones. If Old Bart is allowed to study the crypt, he can tell the PCs about the Blood Guard and Samhain. o Samhain is a vampiric blood demon who gains power by draining the living of their blood and souls. He threatened this part of the world centuries ago until he was seemingly killed by the Blood Guard. Apparently, he was not killed, but sealed away. o The Blood Guard’s commander was Sir Owen of Caliphas, with Lady Vastra as is second in command. Their duty was to rid the world of undead, and anyone who sought to raise them. Their fight against Samhain was their greatest victory.



The Crypt



Outside, the crypt does not appear to be much. It is a square stone structure approximately 15 feet wide and 10 feet tall. Two heavy stone doors lie shut, and a mostly



faded inscription lies on the front. It’s obviously written in celestial, but has been worn by time to the point that it is illegible. Ivy and vines grow over its sides, and what was once a polished white stone has turned gray and brown over the centuries. A pair of heavy iron chains, riveted into the sides of the structure and held together with a heavy padlock block the doors and keep anyone from opening the crypt. A character with proficiency in thieves’ tools can open the lock with a DC 15 Thieves’ Tools Check. However, just being near the crypt will draw the attention of various townsfolk, and someone will report the PCs’ actions to Sheriff Osiri. It is unlikely that the PCs will be arrested, but they will definitely be questioned and likely referred to the mayor for permission to enter the crypt (or asked to leave the town, if they prove to be obstinate). A key to the crypt can be acquired from the mayor. Inside the crypt, there is a set of stairs that lead down about 30 feet, and open into a large hall (about 30 feet across, and 60 feet long). It is completely unfurnished, lacking even torches, but the ancient bodies of the Blood Guard are entombed inside the walls. There are 12 bodies on each side of the hall, stacked two graves high for every 10 feet. A DC 10 Strength Check can break open any tomb, revealing skeletal remains. The back wall of the crypt reveals a heavily-detailed relief depicting the story of the Blood Guard and how they imprisoned Samhain. Anyone who spends an hour or more studying the relief can determine the following story, divorced from its historical context: A powerful demon rose up long ago and began draining the world of life, raising those that died as undead monstrosities. To fight this threat, a group of holy knights banded together and, using power granted to them by the sun god, fought against him. When the demon attempted a ritual during a blood moon to steal a thousand souls in order to increase its own power, the knights used an object gifted to them by the gods to drain the demon’s power and seal it away, where it could no longer harm anyone. The knights then spent the rest of their days guarding this seal, and even buried their own in the same place in the hopes that their presence—even in death—might keep the demon locked away. Anyone with proficiency in either Perception or Investigation who takes the time to study the relief discovers that there is a secret door hidden within it. It can only be opened, however, by placing a talisman in a handsized setting in the wall. The talisman is star-shaped and represents the object used to drain the demon’s power and seal it away: The Silver Star. The mayor possesses the talisman.



Old Bart can discover the secret door, and the mayor knows about it, if the PCs cannot. The end of the hall splits off into a pair of wings, each large enough to contain a single sarcophagus. A knight of great import’s likeness is carved into each sarcophagus’s lid, and their name is carved into the base in Celestial. One reads “Sir Owen of Caliphas,” while the other says “Lady Vastra of Eurn.” The sarcophagi contain twin magic swords (one sword in each), known as Corona Blades. Old Bart can tell the PCs what the blades do, as well as their significance. Once the PCs have stopped Samhain, he will request that the blades be returned to him, but will allow them to be used for their intended purpose. Lurking in the right-hand wing of the hall, however, is a terrifying undead monster: A Mangle. It hides from the PCs at first, staying out of sight and letting them investigate. If they try to open the sarcophagi or investigate the relief, however, it will strike, dropping from the ceiling to assault whichever member of the party it finds weakest. This mangle was built and charged to guard the crypt, and keep anyone from discovering the secret entrance to the deeper tomb. It has been well fed by the mayor, who has been feeding it various citizens from around town, mostly the homeless. Studying the mangle’s remains reveals that its pieces are all relatively fresh, and most of them still have clothes. Any members of the town (Old Bart, Sheriff Osiri, etc.) recognize many of the faces, and even point out Rando, the owner of the now-closed Devil’s Pitchfork tavern. This is enough to get Osiri to confront the mayor, as he was the only one with the key to the crypt. Well-Fed Mangle (large undead) (1,800 XP) AC 13 HP 104 Spd 30’, 30’ climb S +3 D +3 C +4 I -3 W +2 Ch -4, Prof +3 Perception +2, Stealth +9, Darkvision 60’ Resistance non-mag bludgeon & pierce All-Around Vision: Cannot be surprised. Composite: slash dmg reduces HP maximum. Silent Predator: Adv on stealth checks. Surprise Atk: +14 dmg on single attack during surprise round. Consume: Action to eat body. Heal 1d10+4. Excess added to max HP. Multiattack: 5 slam atks. Slam: M W Att +6, 1d6+3 bludgeon



VI.



Inner Crypt



Once the PCs have the talisman, they can open the secret door and discover a long spiral staircase leading into the inner crypt. Doing so grants them 2,000 XP. The staircase takes them at least 100 feet down into the earth. At the end is a set of stone double doors that opens to another hall—this one significantly smaller than the first.



The hall is approximately 20 feet across and 50 feet long. Its walls are inscribed with angelic runes used to keep undead from crossing through. Any undead who sets foot in this hall takes 20 radiant damage each round. At the end of the hall is another set of stone doors, as well as a huge semi-humanoid creature. This is a flesh golem crafted by Samhain from the bodies of three of the adventurers that invaded his tomb before. It is at least 12 feet tall, with strange, stretched and bulging proportions. It has three arms and two faces stitched into its torso. The head atop it has a wicked scar running from one corner of its face to the other, proving that it is Griff, the leader of the previous adventuring party. The Adventurer Golem is charged with guarding those double doors, and will attack anyone who comes within 30 feet. Due to the fresh nature of the parts that created the golem, it actually maintains some of its memories, and the PCs can actually appeal to its better nature. If the PCs call the beast by name (“Griff”), then it will stand confused for a round. This works only once. The PCs can use this time to try to talk to it. Griff was a good man, if a bit greedy, and he does not desire to kill the PCs. If the PCs appeal to this nature, and claim that they will give it the opportunity to kill Samhain, then it can make a DC 10 Charisma Saving Throw. If it succeeds, then it breaks free of Samhain’s control temporarily and will join the PCs in the next room. If it fails, then it immediately goes berserk (as described below). As there are no objects in the room, it will begin smashing the symbols inscribed into the walls. If it destroys more than 30% of the symbols, then the magic falters and undead can enter the room once more. Adventurer Golem (Large Construct) (1,800 XP) AC 9 HP 93 Spd 30’ S +4 D -1 C +4 I -2 W +0 Ch -3, Prof +3 Perception +0, Darkvision 60’ Immunities nonmagic or non-adamant bludgeon, pierce, and slash; lightning, poison; charm, exhaustion, fright, paralysis, petrification, poisoned Berserk: At 40 HP or less, roll a d6. On 6, it goes berserk. Berserk: atks nearest creature, or object if no creature is in range. Berserk until death or full heal. Aversion to Fire: Disadv on atk rolls & ability checks for until end of next turn if it takes fire dmg. Immutable Form: Immune to spells & effects that change its form. Lightning Absorbtion: Lightning dmg heals, instead of harms. Magic Resistance: Adv on saves vs. spells & other magic. Magic Weapons: Its wpn atks are magic. Multiattack: Two Slam atks. Slam: M W Att +7, 2d8+4 bludgeon



The adventurer golem is wearing a pair of Gauntlets of Ogre Power.



VII.



Samhain’s Sanctum



Through the final double doors is Samhain’s inner sanctum. This is the room in which he was sealed. On the ground, near the entrance, is a ten-foot wide, star-shaped, silver, chandelier-like object. It matches the talisman used to enter the inner crypt, and is the Silver Star, the object used by the Blood Guard to seal Samhain away long ago. It is broken and scorched, however, as Samhain has had it destroyed to prevent himself from being sealed away once more. The room itself is approximately 50 feet in any horizontal direction, a massive sealing circle. The ceiling is covered in a giant magical symbol used to seal fiends. The ceiling is about 15 feet high. Samhain himself—a tall, cloaked humanoid figure with black skin and glowing violet eyes, stands in the center of the room, upon an altar. His features are impossible to make out, as if they are constantly shifting and changing. The altar (a 15-foot circle) is surrounded by a shield of force that prevents any living being from reaching him as he performs his ritual. The shield of force has 50 hit points and sends a psychic shock into anyone who attacks it, dealing 1d4 psychic damage. As the PCs enter the room, he glances their way, but pays them little mind. If the PCs come within 10 feet of the force shield, or attack it from afar, they are set upon by a pair of Vampire Spawn “Lashers.” These are the final two members of the previous adventuring party: the rogue and ranger. Samhain has transformed them into terrifying vampiric spawn to act as his final guardians. They attack relentlessly, but tend to attack from as much of a distance as they can manage. Usually, this means attacking from the ceiling with their blood lashes. They will come down to the ground if they grapple a foe, however, in order to drain them of blood. They fight to the last, and will not flee. Vampire Spawn “Lasher” (Medium Undead) (1,100 XP) AC 14 HP 33 Spd 30’ S +3 D +3/+5 C +1 I +0 W +0/+2 Ch -1, Prof +2 Perception +2, Stealth +8, Darkvision 60’ Resistance necrotic, nonmagic bludgeon, pierce, slash Regeneration: Heal 10 hp at start of turn, unless 0 hp, in sun, or in running water Spider Climb: Can climb without check, even on ceilings. Vamp Weaknesses: Cannot enter home w/out invite, destroyed by stake to heart, 20 acid dmg if ends turn in running water, 20 radiant dmg if starts turn in sunlight. Multiattack: 2 atks, only 1 bite. Entangling Lash: Grapple as bonus action if hit with blood lash. Can’t use blood lash if grappling. Bonus action to retract creature (Str DC 13). Blood Lash: M W Att +5, 1d6+3 slash, 3d6 poison. 15’ range Bite: M W Att +5, 1d6+3 pierce, 2d6 necrotic. Willing, grappled, or restrained target only. Necrotic dmg reduces HP total, heals vampire. Creature dies at HP total 0.



SAMHAIN Medium fiend (demon), chaotic evil



Armor Class 11 Hit Points 91 (14d8 + 28) Speed 30 ft., fly 40 ft. Str Dex Con Int Wis Cha 16 (+3) 12 (+1) 14 (+2) 16 (+3) 12 (+1) 18 (+4) Saving throws Con +5, Cha +7 Skills Deception +7, Persuasion +7 Damage Resistances cold, fire, lightning Damage Immunities poison, necrotic Condition Immunities exhaustion, charmed, frightened, poisoned Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive perception 11 Languages Common, Abyssal, Telepathy 100 ft. Challenge 6 (2,300 XP) Magic Resistance. Samhain has advantage on all saving throws made against spells and other magic effects. Bloodlust. Once per round, when Samhain deals damage to creatures, it feeds him and makes him stronger. Every time he deals damage to a creature, he regains 1d10+# hit points. This cannot exceed his maximum hit points. Innate Spellcasting. Samhain’s spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell save DC 15). Samhain can innately cast the following spells, without material components. 1/day each: fireball, haste 2/day each: hold person, invisiblity (self only), misty step



Actions Multiattack. Samhain may fire up to 3 necrotic bolts. Blood Drain. If Samhain is connected to a creature with his Blood Spike, he may drain them as an action, dealing 21 (6d6) necrotic damage. The target’s hit point maximum is reduced by the damage dealt, and Samhain regains a number of hit points equal to the damage dealt. A creature whose maximum hit points are brought to 0 with this ability dies. Necrotic Bolt. Ranged Spell Attack: +7 to hit, range 60 ft., 1 target. Hit: 9 (1d10 + 4) necrotic damage. Blood Spike. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range 40 ft., 1 target. Hit: 12 (2d10 + 1) piercing damage. The spike sticks in the target, and a long vein-like rope connects Samhain to the target. The spike can be removed as an action, and the vein can be cut with a slashing weapon. Samhain takes no damage if the vein is cut. Samhain can fire 5 blood spikes before he must complete a long rest to re-grow them.



Legendary Actions Samhain can take 1 legendary action. He can use it only at the end of another creature’s turn. Samhain regains spent legendary actions at the start of his turn. Blood Drain. Samhain drains blood, as if he took the Blood Drain action.



Following their defeat, Samhain takes notice, commenting on how these adventurers will serve him just as well as the last, and that they will not stop his ritual. If the Adventurer golem still lives and is aiding the PCs, Samhain uses his first action to kill the golem using his control rod. He then use the safety of his force shield to cast haste and invisibility upon himself.



Once it is brought down, he uses his ability to fly and will begin attacking at range. From within the force shield, he can only use spell attacks, and nothing physical. However, once it is brought down, he will use his Blood Spike attack to drain one PC at a time. Once he has used all of his blood spikes, he will proceed to use his Necrotic Bolts.



Magic Items



If he is draining a PC, he will use hold person to hold any PCs who can break the connecting vein.



Sun stones are activated by striking them against a surface. They then glow with a warm light that spreads out to 30 feet for 1 hour. This light is considered sunlight, and affects creatures harmed by sunlight.



If he is brought below 30 hit points, he will begin using misty step to get away from PCs and then deal as much damage as he possibly can. If brought below 15 hit points, he will flee. He rushes for the door and tries to escape. VIII.



Ending the Adventure.



If the PCs defeat Samhain, they are celebrated as heroes in Owen’s Mire. The Mayor, even if he is arrested, offers them the old Devil’s Pitchfork tavern as a base within the town. Osiri agrees with this, believing that Rando Glenn would approve. Ronk the blacksmith offers them his masterwork: a suit of +1 chainmail. A feast is held in their honor and the undead disappear. Old Bart investigates the crypt and opens a historical society dedicated to understanding the secrets of the Blood Guard. If the PCs are defeated, then the town suffers for it. Everyone in the town is killed in the ritual, their blood drained and flowing into Samhain. He becomes a demigod in the process, and begins his reign of terror once more, raising the entire town as the first in his new army of La Magra.



The following are new magic items presented in this document.



Sun Stone Wondrous Item, uncommon



Corona Blade Weapon, rare (requires attunement) This +1 longsword sheds light out to 20 feet, as a torch. It is warm to the touch, and deals 1d6 radiant damage to any fiend or undead it hits. In addition, you can cause the blade to fire a beam of sunlight as an action that requires a ranged attack roll and deals 1d10 radiant damage. Creatures harmed by sunlight take an additional 1d10 radiant damage from this beam.
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